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Abstract: An assessment of technology available to perpetrators and evidence 
available to the public has been made regarding the type airplane involved at 
the Pentagon on September 11, 2001. As the official accounting claims a 
Boeing 757-200 impacted the west face, a 757-type airplane was of particular. 
Aviation automation capability was well tested and available for 757/767 just 
prior to Sept. 2001. Additionally, analysis of video records suggest this 
capability was in use in the 767 that crashed into WTC 2. A 1988 test of an 
instrumented F-4 Phantom jet attached to a rocket sled crashing at high speed 
into a massive reinforced concrete target serves as a good analogy of what 
should be expected with a 757 crashing into a hardened wall. Several issues 
are examined, including several impediments just in front of the Pentagon 
exterior wall, the size of the hole, the amount of debris on the lawn in front of 
the Pentagon, the evidence of marred surfaces where the airplane’s extremities 
should have struck, and some peculiarities with downed light poles. The 
assessment is made with two approach angles, one, the official angle, and one 
providing better clearance with respect to obstacles. Assuming this second 
angle occurred in actuality, there is sufficient available technology and  
evidence to make a strong case a B-757 was the type airplane involved.

-----
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Introduction
What, if anything, hit the Pentagon? This 
has been extremely controversial within 
the 9/11-truth community for years. Many 
feel it is the most important question in 
exposing the government’s lie about 9/11 
-- a lie so big that it would make 
irrefutable the “inside job” aspect of the 
government’s role. The two extremes to 
this question are (1) that a is from flight 
data recorder (FDR) records, although 
reliability of FDR is in question. For the 
second extreme, eye witness testimony 
supporting an approach path inconsistent 
with the damage path.
A third distinct view on the Pentagon 
emphasizes evidence for inside 
explosives destruction of a "white plane" 
north of the official crash location. 
Barbara Honegger has done the research 
behind this view (Behind the Smoke 
Curtain, DVD1).
The author’s position on this controversy 
has changed as new developments have 
occurred. CIT’s National Security Alert 
presents a compelling explanation of the 
north-path overflight hypothesis. An 
endorsement2 of CIT’s research was 
posted online in 2010. Late in 2010, 
Jesse Ventura’s Conspiracy Theory 
featured an episode on the Pentagon, in 
which the author supported the north-
path overflight hypothesis. However, the 
author later realized that settling on the 
north-path overflight as a conclusion had 
the tendency to lessen his due-diligence 
directed at the alleged Pentagon crash 

site. A closer look at possible impact 
damage led to a shift more favorable to a 
757-impact possibility. The body of this 
article explains the reasoning behind that 
change in view.

Assessment Approach and 
Technology Availability
The Pentagon event should not be 
viewed in isolation to other events taking 
place that day. One item in particular is 
pertinent to a Pentagon airplane is 
evidence of superior aviation automation 
in use by the airplane that crashed into 
WTC 2, a Boeing 767. The connection 
with the Pentagon airplane is, if the 
planners used this technique in another 
event that day, there is strong likelihood 
they used the same or similar technique 
at the Pentagon as well. This enters into 
the author's assessment in that it creates 
a "leading suspect" in favor of a Boeing 
757, the sister airplane type with identical 
systems as the 767. Consideration of this 
airplane type, one based on reasonability, 
becomes a factor in a cumulative 
assessment method. 

Aviation automation and 757/767
Analysis of the video records of the 
second plane’s constant bank maneuver 
up until 2.5 seconds before impact 
suggests use of superior navigational 
information and automation. Aidan 
Monaghan makes a compelling case for 
such a system developed and checked 
out for the Boeing 757 and 767 in the 
months before September 20013. Fig. 1 

1 http://911ts.org/
2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYGkiYmVUmg
3 Aiden Monaghan, Declassifying 9/11: A Between The Lines And Behind The Scenes 
Look At The September 11 Attacks, iUniverse, 2012

http://911ts.org
http://911ts.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYGkiYmVUmg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYGkiYmVUmg


depicts these developments during the months leading to September 2001. 

Fig. 1 - Development of aviation automation during months before 9/11/2001



The capability included making the 
military grade precision GPS available to 
all users (announced by President Clinton 
in May of 2000), and making further 
precision available through Wide Area 
Augmentation System (WAAS). This 
leads to Required Navigation Precision, 
necessary for Radius to Fixed (RF) 
automation. Avionics equipment 
manufactures (Rockwell Collins and 
Honeywell) upgrading their respective 
multi mode receiver (MMR) and Pegasus 
flight management system (FMS) for 
containment in 757/767 aircraft. A further 
development, dynamic airborne reroute 
procedure (DARP), an FAA protocol (not 
yet fully approved in 2001) for 
commercial aviation, but a basis then for 
equipment design and development) 
included the capability of remote 
instructions to the automation system, an 
advanced version of "remote control." 
Availability of this advanced equipment 
and likely use at least with the airplanes 
at the World Trade Center, the question 
of manually flying a plane precisely into 
the Pentagon will not be addressed 
herein. The assumption is that this 
aviation automation offers a plausible 
explanation. 

Determining What to Expect 
-- F4 Rocket-Sled Test a 
Good Basis
Sandia conducted a test where an F-4D 
Phantom jet was crashed into a massive 
reinforced concrete block, approximately 
25 times the weight of the jet. There are 
two similarities of importance; (1) 
similarity in aircraft speeds, and (2) 
similarity in targets.

Similarity in aircraft speeds: 
The similarity of most importance to any 
Pentagon airplane is the high speed was 
in the vicinity of the official speed of the 
Pentagon airplane (480 mph for the F-4, 
vs. 527 mph for the Pentagon airplane.) 
Although the weight of a 757 is nearly five 
times the F-4 if taken at maximum take-
off weight, the relationships of impactor 
weights (or more importantly, kinetic 
energy) is possibly less important than 
the relationships between targets.

Similarity in targets:
The targets are somewhat difficult to 
compare, as the massive reinforced 
concrete target in the case of the test 
track was sitting on a frictionless surface. 
The Pentagon external wall, on the other 
hand, was hardened to an unusual 
degree (including the addition of Kevlar) 
and being firmly attached to the 
Foundation. The first phase of this 
refurbishment project concentrated on the 
windowed walls in Wedge One. A 
description of the retrofitting for blast 
resistance4 for the exterior windowed 
walls explains the unusual effort taken in 
this hardening project. To show the extent 
of the hardening effort, an excerpt with 
supplier names removed from a 
description of the windowed walls is 
worth quoting:

Another ... design consideration was 
the projectile potential of the brick infill 
walls in the event of a terrorist bomb. 
The solution incorporated a system ... 
to mitigate this concern. The ... 
system employs an extremely tough 
mesh geotextile material, normally 
used to stabilize highway 
embankments, to arrest wall debris 

4 http://911research.wtc7.net/mirrors/guardian2/pentagon/pentagon-retrofit.htm
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loosed by a blast. For the proposed 
solution, the fabric ends are wrapped 
around steel plates, which are then 
bolted to the sill tube and to the 
support plate at the floor slab below 
the window. The fabric is also installed 
between the vertical tubes and the 
existing concrete columns with the 
wrapped plates bolted to the support 
plates at the ceiling and the floor. ... 
the material is woven ... [very] tightly. 
This taut screen deflects to absorb 
missile energy if brick wall masonry is 
loosed in a blast, allowing the 
masonry material to fall harmlessly to 
the building floor.

An indication the original requirements 
were deficient in meeting what later 
became more stringent requirements can 
be seen in an abrupt redesign midway in 
the renovation project. Kevin Ryan 
reports5 there was a change of plans just 
two years before 9/11. A project estimator 
characterized the reason for the redesign 
to the “blast wall” as “Oklahoma City.” 

Test results:
Fig. 2 shows the F4 an instant before 
impact. Fig. 3 was taken just before the 
back end of the rudder strikes the target, 
a couple of important observations can 
be made. In the far lower right, the right 
outer wing panel can be seen intact, 
slightly angled up as it was when still 
attached to the airplane. This is the part

 
Fig. 2 - F-4 just before impact.
of the wing that was outside the width of 
the target. It, along with its companion left 
wing section, continued on in a straight 
line, unaffected by the impact.

Fig. 3 - F-4 just before tail end impacts
The other item of interest is the debris 
moves mostly outward and upward, 
closer to parallel with the impacting 
surface. A short video clip taken from the 
right side along the line of the target 
shows small particles of debris falling 
down mostly perpendicular to the 
direction of the impacting airplane.
For this high speed impact situation 
where the hitting mass is much less than 

5 Kevin Robert Ryan, Another Nineteen: Investigating Legitimate 9/11 Suspects, 
Microbloom, 2013, pg. 161



the sitting mass, the airplane structure 
suffers most of the damage during the 
transfer of energy. The airplane structure 
was not designed to withstand these 
extreme stresses. The impacting energy 
goes as mass times velocity squared. As 
the impacting force is large, a small 
percentage diverted to crushing the 
immediate structure is more than 
sufficient to destroy it entirely.
There was damage to the target, 
although relatively minor. The maximum 
penetration depth of the engines was 60 
mm, and that caused by the fuselage was 
a maximum of 20 mm. 

Fig. 4 - Crushing load Pc component in 
total impact force (from ref. 6, Fig. 27)
Fig. 4 showing total impact force vs. time, 
with the crushing load Pc component 
shown explicitly is extracted from the test 
report6 (Fig. 27 from the report).

Application to other aircraft 
impacts into hardened walls:
An important outcome of the tests was 
validation of analytical models crash 
loads into hardened walls, such as the 
Riera method7. Based on the validation 
by the F-4 rocket-sled tests, the Riera 
method has been applied to other aircraft 
and hardened walls. One example is the 
analysis of an F-15E crashing into a 
reinforced concrete structure8. Two 
figures from that report illustrate the 
simulation model with particles breaking 
through the wall. Fig. 5 is a top view of, 
and Fig. 6 is a side view (taken from Fig. 
5-18 and Fig. 6-6 from ref. 8).

Fig. 5 - F-15 computer model impacting 
hardened wall. (Ref. 8, Fig. 5-18)
Based on these test results, crushed and 
destroyed structure of the impacting 
airplane should be the expectation when 
the plane is at high speed and the wall is 
hardened and embedded into the ground. 

6 T. Sugano, et. al., Full-scale aircraft impact test for evaluation of impact force (1992)

7 Riera, J.D. On the Stress Analysis of Structures Subjected to Aircraft Crash on Building
Structures. Nuclear Engineering and Design. Vol. 8. pp. 415–426. 1968.

8 http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1126/ML112690136.pdf
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Fig. 6 - F-15E computer model impacting wall. First external fuel tank, then engines 
contact wall. (Ref. 8, Fig. 6-6)



The Primary Airplane -- 
Why a 757 is Plausible
The primary airplane refers here as the 
plane striking the Pentagon at Col. line 
14, the official center of impact. 
Represented issues raised by "no Boeing 
at the Pentagon" advocates are listed in 
the chart in Fig. 7. Two possibilities for 
757 impact pertain to two candidate 
impact angles with respect to a 
perpendicular to the Pentagon face, 42º 
(the official angle), and 31º offered as a 
better possibility by Sami Yli-Karjanmaa9 
(Explained in fence/generator section 
below). As each issue is considered, the 
two 757 angle candidates will be given a 
check if the leading suspect (B-757) is 
not significantly challenged by the 
counter evidence.

Fig. 7 -  Possible issues - B-757 as 
primary airplane

Cable spools issue
The height of the airplane fuselage top as 
stated in the American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) Report is about 20 
feet above the ground. Yli-Karjanmaa 
analyzes that height with respect to the 
spools height and underbody clearance, 

with a nose-in drawing10 depicting the 
implications. As it appears the ASCE 
reasoning was based on the need to 
have the highest engine slip under the 
2nd-floor slab, the author questions that 
criteria. The engine core is the only part 
of the engine dense enough to break 
through the wall, therefore the engine 
could have been higher by approximately 
3 feet. Similarly, the dense part of the 
fuselage is the wing carry-through 
structure and landing gear support, all 
which is lower than the cabin enclosure. 
A drawing showing a 1-meter increase in 
aircraft hight is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 - B-757 just before impact into 
Pentagon - 1 m higher than ASCE 
accounting
One other consideration is the 
breakthrough item in the fuselage may be 
the center-body fuel tank. If it were a 
significant fuel load, the entire weight of 
that fuel would concentrate at that small 
area just below the 2nd floor slab. With 
this upward adjustment of 1-meter, the 

9 http://www.11syyskuu.net/spools.html

10 http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_22.htm
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cable spools (shown lumped together in 
the figure) would have adequate 
clearance.
The two candidate approach angles yield 
similar results for this issue. Thus, both 
757 angle candidates are given a check 
for this issue, that is, cable spools are not 
an issue.

Fence / generator issue
The fence / generator issues revolves 
around the damage to the fence and 
generator (Fig. 9) supposedly because of 
being impacted by the airplane. The 

Fig. 9 - Photo of construction fence and 
generator trailer

ASCE Report includes a satellite image 
of the construction area taken a few days 
before, with a drawing (Fig. 10) of a 757 
shown just before impact, flying on a 42º 
angle with the perpendicular to the 
facade. If the ASCE illustration is correct, 
the plane should have made two holes in 
the fence, one by the right engine, and 
one by the fuselage.

Fig. 10 - ASCE figure showing 42º angle 
with respect to the perpendicular to the 
Pentagon face
Yli-Karjanmaa makes an argument for a 
31º angle11, although says this would 
mean “that aircraft must have turned in a 
way that is not easily reconcilable with its 
later tilt.” The overflight of the 
construction fence and generator would 
be as in the illustration of Fig. 11.
Additionally, the 31º angle would create 
some upstream problems, in that light 
poles that would have been knocked 
down remained standing. To get around 
this problem, Yli-Karjanmaa proposes a 
turning skid into the 31º to just avoid 
poles that would otherwise be in the way. 
A diagram is shown in Fig. 12. The blue 
path situated between the two straight 
paths would avoid the standing light 
poles.

11 http://www.11syyskuu.net/asce_en.html
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Fig. 11 - B-757 in relationship to 
construction fence on 31º angle with 
respect to the Pentagon.

Fig. 12 - Overhead of 42º vs. 31º 
straight approaches (blue arrows show 
curved approach to 31º

Two drawings illustrating the plane at the 
construction fence for the two approach 
angles follows: Fig. 13 shows 42º angle 
at height corresponding to 1 m above 
ASCE height. Fig. 14 shows 31º angle 
at height corresponding to airplane 1 m 
above ASCE height.

Fig. 13 - B-757 on 42º angle at 
generator/fence for 1 m impact height 
above ASCE value

Fig. 14 - B-757 on 31º sliding path at 
generator/fence for 1 m impact height 
above ASCE value

The 42º is clearly a problem, as the 
generator was hit on the wrong side from 
this perspective. The tilt (bank angle) of 
the airplane as it passed the fence / 
generator is very much in question. The 
tilt is as reported by the ASCE at impact. 
The fence is not quite a plane length 
upstream from the Pentagon exterior 
wall. For the 31º, the tilt should have 
been in the other direction to be 
consistent with a correction to the right. In 
both cases, per these diagrams, the 
plane shouldn’t have hit the fence. For an 



assessment on the 31º, there are 
significant questions, but not sufficient to 
possibly rule out a 757. The 31º case has 
been issued a marginal rating, that is, 
fence/generator could be an issue. 
In way of summary to this point, the 
status is shown in the chart of Fig. 15 .

Fig. 15 - Assessment of first two possible 
issues (B-757 as primary airplane)

Impact hole (core) issue
Impact hole (core) pertains to the width of 
the hole in the Pentagon necessary to 
encompass the distance between the 
extremities of the two engine cores. The 
cores are the densest parts of any jet 
airplane. It could be possible that no parts 
of the fuselage penetrated the wall, in 
such case, there would only be two 
engine-core holes with the proper 
distance between. 

Fig. 16 - Damaged columns 15 thru 18, 
with assessment of damage from ASCE 
report

In Fig. 16, the important damaged 
columns are on the first story. The color 
coding and assessment are from the 
ASCE Report. Columns 15 and 16 
appear to be pushed at the bottom, to the 
left. An alternate interpretation offered by 
Hoffman is that for 15 and 16, the angled 
“columns” are actually parts of the 2nd-
floor slab falling down at an angle. 
Furthermore, some interpret these as the 
lower parts blown outward, resulting from 
placed explosives inside the building. 
This assessment will assume they are as 
the ASCE report states, missing, broken, 
and disconnected columns.  
Assuming the worst case relative to 
alignment with these missing, broken, 
and disconnected columns, the 42º angle 
case is shown in Fig. 17. 

Fig. 17 - Alignment of B757 with columns 
for 42º angle with Pentagon face.
For the 31º case, the width from core to 
core damage is 50.7 feet. Thus, for both 
angle cases, the width of column 
destruction is sufficient to encompass the 
core distance of a 757. A check goes to 
make this a non-issue for both cases.



Lack of lawn debris issue
No-Boeing-at-Pentagon advocates place 
major emphasis on the lack of lawn 
debris. It certainly is true, there is no 
visible lawn debris particularly in 
photographs taken from a distance. 
However, it is important to be objective as 
to what to expect, given the alleged high 
speed impact into a hardened building. A 
series of drawings of 1st story action are 
offered to illustrate what may have 
occurred, based on the F4 Rocket Sled 
Crash Test. 

Fig. 18 - Right engine core breaks 
through 1st story (60 milliseconds from 
first impact)
At this time slice (60 milliseconds from 
first impact) in Fig. 18, the right engine 
core would just be penetrating the wall. In 
Fig. 19, the fuselage would be turning to 
“confetti,” similar to what the F4 did as it 
impacted the concrete target. In this 
illustration, the light red “turning to 
confetti” area is shown small, although it 
probably would appear much larger and 
block out visibility of the sections yet to 
impact. 

Fig. 19 - Right wing and fuselage 
crunches, and turns to “confetti” (80 
milliseconds)

Fig. 20. Breakthrough of center fuel and 
underbody structure (100 milliseconds)

This last drawing (Fig. 20) illustrates 
would could be expected as the lower 
central wing hits the wall. If there was 
signifiant fuel in the main body tank, the 
fuel would be expected to break through 
the wall. If not significant fuel onboard, 
then the wing carry-through structure and 
main gear mounting structure would 
probably break through. The evidence 
shows the columns were severely 
damaged or missing for the entire length 
between engine core extremities, so the 
middle area apparently broke through as 
well. 



Fig. 21. Relationship of heliport to 
impacting airplane (on 31º angle with 
Pentagon)
Fig. 21 shows the relationship of the 
heliport to the impact point, assuming a 
31º angle. If the debris deflected at equal 
angle with the facade perpendicular, it 
would concentrate on the heliport. 
However, the F4 rocket-sled tests did not 
deflect back from the target wall, but 
rather deflected somewhat perpendicular 
to the airplane’s direction of travel. If 
there was any patten in the debris 
deflection, it probably was that it didn’t 
travel very far from the surface of the 
target surface. 

Fig. 22. Debris on heliport

The many small parts of debris is 
apparent around and on the heliport 
surface, as shown in Fig. 22.
Thus, both 757-angle candidates are 
given a check for this issue, that is, lack 
of lawn debris is not a significant issue 
challenging the prime suspect status of a 
B-757 as the likely primary airplane.

Limestone scoring (A/C 
extremities) issue
The aircraft extremities, outer wing 
sections and vertical tail, are said by 
many to not have left marks on the 
limestone. Again, as the F4 rocket-sled 
test are available as empirical evidence in 
a similar situation, the F4 fuselage left 20 
mm marks in the concrete target. If that is 
representative of what may have 
happened at the Pentagon, it is possible 
the ASCE investigators didn’t expect such 
faint markings, or didn’t look very 
carefully. 
The most problematic damage was to the 
2nd-story floor slab and immediately 
above between col. lines 18 and 19. 
Problematic because of the lack of 
damage immediately to the left, where 
heavier wing structure would have been 
expected to have caused damage as 
well. Composite photo (Fig. 23) contains 
an early time point on the left, and the 
same area on the right at a later time. A 
possible explanation is the area between 
col. lines 18 and 19 was not a window 
area. A description of the retrofitting of 
exterior walls for blast resistance12 states 
that the more standard reinforced brick 
wall was rejected as insufficient for 
windowed walls, but was considered 
adequate for non-windowed exterior 
walls.

12 http://911research.wtc7.net/mirrors/guardian2/pentagon/pentagon-retrofit.htm
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Fig. 23 - Impact damage between col. 
lines 18 and 19, and 2nd story slab. (left 
panel before any cleanup efforts)



The other aircraft extremity area of concern is the vertical tail. Some have said there 
was no scoring of the limestone, as “would be expected.” If the F-4 rocket-sled test is a 
guide, what could be expected might be closer to a 20 mm deep mark.

Fig. 24 - 3rd and 4th stories, showing damage to limestone facing.

The marked up photo in Fig. 24 was published13 at “9-11 Review.” A crack in the 
limestone is noted on the face of the 4th story, in the upper center of the photo. Impact 
by the vertical fin is a logical explanation for the crack.
Again, both 757-angle candidates are given a check for this issue, that is, lack 
explanations for aircraft extremity damage is not a significant issue challenging the 
leaning towards a 757 as primary airplane.

Downed light pole peculiarities issue
The five downed light poles are difficult to explain. There are two possibilities: (1) they 
were knocked down by an intermediate-size transport with sufficient wingspan, or (2) 
they were downed in advance by inside operatives.
If they were knocked down by an intermediate-size transport, which a B-757 would 
satisfy the wingspan requirement, then there are two questions. First, how could a 
B-757 survive such an encounter? Second, how did the downed light poles come to 
look so “planted”? 

13 http://911review.com/articles/stjarna/eximpactdamage.html
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How could a B-757 survive a 
light-pole strike? 
Light poles near roadways and landing 
areas are, in many if not most cases, 
designed to break away when struck. 
However, without design specifications 
for these particular light poles, no 
definitive assessment can be made of an 
airplane’s vulnerability to striking these 
poles. Design specifications for these 
downed light poles have not been 
released to the public. 

How did the downed light poles 
come to look so “planted”?
There is nothing about the downed light 
poles that looks authentic. The photos, 
such as the one in Fig. 25 for pole #5, do 
not look haphazard as would be expected 
had they been authentic and remained 
where they fell until photographed. This 
one, with no marks on the grass as would 
be expected, looks as if the parts of the 
pole were placed one on top of the other. 

Fig. 25 - Downed light standard - two 
sections neatly stacked

As there is no compelling evidence to the 
contrary, this assessment assumes the 
light poles were taken down in advance.  

Again, both 757-angle candidates are 
given a check for this issue, that is, the 
light pole peculiarities, whether brought 
about as part of a deception, or by 
actually being knocked down, are not a 
significant issue challenging the leaning 
toward a B-757 as the primary airplane 
type.

Completion of Assessment
This completes the assessment of a 
B-757 as the primary airplane. A 31º path 
relative to the Pentagon face is more 
plausible than the 42º angle because of 
the fence and generator issue. A final 
chart covering these issues is shown in 
Fig. 26. 



Fig. 26 - Completed assessment

Concluding Remarks
• 9/11 truth researchers should consider a B-757 impact into the Pentagon the leading 

possibility.
• Primary reasons are:

• The renovated wall was designed to be nearly impenetrable.
• A high speed crash would nearly decimate the structure. Past airplane crashes 

would be misleading.
• The width of major column damage on story 1 corresponds to the outer width 

between engine cores.
• Aircraft extremities correspond to damage / no damage  in Pentagon's external 

wall that are explainable.
• The F-4 rocket-sled crash test results provides a basis for understanding the little 

evidence available, and a B-757 fits well given that understanding.


